CS1316 Pair-Programmer’s Agreement

This is an agreement between

Programmer #1 ____________________________
(print name)

Programmer #2 ____________________________
(print name)

and the 1316 class that Programmer #1 and Programmer #2 may complete

Assignment ____________________________
(print assignment name)

as pair programmers. Programmer #1 and #2 agree to conduct themselves according to
the principles of pair programming listed below. In return, they are allowed to work
together to complete an otherwise individual programming assignment.

#1   #2 (initial by each statement)

_______  _______ We worked as a pair (simultaneously) on all of the code being
submitted for this assignment.

_______  _______ Whenever my partner was programming, I was acting as a
navigator. I was not using another machine to check e-mail, talking on the
phone, etc.

_______  _______ I have acted in the capacity of the driver (the programmer) for a
minimum of 30% of the programming time.

_______  _______ I have acted in the capacity of the navigator (the assistant) for a
minimum of 30% of the programming time.

Both programmers should sign below to attest that they have followed the rules above in
good faith and in compliance with the Georgia Tech Academic Honor Code.

Programmer #1 ____________________________
(signature) ____________________________
(date) (date)

Programmer #2 ____________________________
(signature) ____________________________
(date) (date)